Steven M. Schorr, Pe
January 14, 1958 - April 9, 2019
Dear Friends, Clients, and Colleagues:
We the members of the DJS Associates family wish to extend our warm appreciation for the outpouring of kindness and
support you have shared with us as we mourn Steve’s passing. Your countless notes, calls, and good wishes have truly
sustained us, and we consider this overwhelming support a testament to Steve’s integrity, work-ethic and good-nature.
From each of us, a heartfelt thank you.
As diligently as Steve worked for his clients and cultivating relationships with them, he exerted the same effort here at
our office by fostering an environment where employees became teammates, and teammates became family. Currently
thirty-four members strong and growing, the DJS family includes paralegals and case managers; field technicians
and data collection specialists; research, marketing and administrative professionals; technical support specialists;
and animation, automotive, and collision reconstruction engineers. Together this team possesses over 250 years of
experience in the forensic services industry, with an average DJS tenure approaching 10 years and many of us
celebrating over 20 and 30 years here at our work-home.
Indeed, it is based on this experience, combined with the legacy and work ethic that Steve instilled in us, that the DJS
family will proudly continue moving forward by providing our clients an unparalleled experience predicated on integrity,
fairness, and solid engineering. Our roots are deep, our foundation is strong, and our commitment to all of you is as
secure as it has ever been, since 1961. This is the legacy that we know Steve would have wanted for all of us.
Once again, our heartfelt thanks for your support and we look forward to your continuing to be part of our DJS Family.
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